
Webinar Title: Cybersecurity Essentials in Digital
Transformation

Expert Speaker (Name/ Designation) -

 Harshit Chandel (Director Principal, Laurentian bank, Toronto,
Canada )

Webinar Date: 07-05-2021 Duration: 04 PM : 05 PM

About Webinar (Brief One para): -

 Digital transformation i.e. Industrial revolution 4.0 is impacting the way
organizations functions. The legacy technological ecosystems are transforming
into a heavily interconnected network of devices and linkages to cloud
environment. Digital transformation also poses the risk of a security exploit which
is ever increasing.

 The webinar aims to impart knowledge on some basic measures organizations
can take to reduce the risk exposure to the operations, customer data and
companies’ private and confidential data. The webinar would also, mention the
key risks posing in manufacturing systems. The risks related to Industrial IOT,



risk related to OEM, vendors will also be covered. The webinar will provide an
overall perspective of why cybersecurity is of relevance and what are some
hygiene controls which can be adopted to reduce the risk exposure.

Speaker Profile (Brief One Para & Photograph):-

Harshit a very strong background in Cybersecurity Industry, in his role at one of the
top 10 banks in Canada, Harshit leads the Cybersecurity & IT Risk Management
function, with key responsibility of enhancing maturity of the security posture of the
organization. He’s responsible to develop, execute and enhance the risk
management programs including, application, infrastructure and technology risk.

During his years of experience as cybersecurity professional, he has worked in
various roles in cybersecurity which vary from an internal auditor, security consultant,
ISO 27001 lead auditor and implementation expert, application and data security,
cybersecurity incident management and others. His roles and responsibilities have
included close collaboration and advisory to the senior management of organizations.
His strong experience in both consulting and Industry evidence his proven project
management and stakeholder management skills. Harshit holds designations of
CISSP, CISA and CISM which demonstrates his strong and in-depth understanding
of IT and Cybersecurity ecosystems.

Register to learn (Key Learnings’ in bullet points):

 Understand the key concepts of Cybersecurity such as CIA triad.
 Perspective on how Cybersecurity can impact various sectors.
 Case study or discussion on recent security breaches such as Solar

Winds, Acer Ransomware etc.
 Hygiene controls which can be adopted to reduce the risk exposure.

Date: - 07-05-2021
Time: - 04 PM : 05 PM
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